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 RULES SHEET 

Title    : ADD YOUR COLOR 

Log Line 
  A four player, fun and strategy game where kings (players) may draw cards, add 

colored units to the triangular blocks in the meeting hall and score points. 

Target Audience : Ages above 8yrs. 

Resources   : The game has the following resources 

 4X4 square meeting hall divided into 64 equal triangular blocks 

 
 64 groups of units divided into 4 types. 

o 16 groups of each unit (red, yellow, green and blue people.) 

  
      

 76 cards. 

 



Objective:  

The objective of the game is to score as many number of points as possible. The king with the 

highest number of points wins. 

Story: 

King Axelander has conquered the entire world and became emperor. He divided all the people into one 

of the following four units 

 Army units (code name: Red people) 

 Research units (code name: Blue people) 

 Farm units (code name: Green people) 

 Religious units (code name: Yellow people) 

He invited 16 groups of people from each unit for a meeting. 

Now, he wants to disperse the units uniformly across the meeting hall. So, he divided the meeting hall 

into 64 triangular sectors. He called his four sons who are kings and gave them the task of placing the 

units according to the following rules 

Rules: 

 The very first group can only be placed on the following triangular blocks shown. 

 
 Each group should be placed in touch with at least one other group 

  

 

 



 Two same units can neither be adjacent nor can be in same square 

 

 

How to play: (The strategic version)  

1. Players act as kings. 

2. Each king takes a turn placing one group of people in one triangle at a time. 

3. Kings should follow the above said rules 

4. Axelander announced rewards as follows 

a. If a king can place a group so that it is having exactly two different kinds of 

groups in the adjacent triangular blocks, he gets one point. 

 

 
b.  If a king can place a group so that it is having exactly three different kinds of 

groups in the adjacent triangular blocks, he gets two points. 

 
 

5. King with maximum points win. 

 

 

 



How to play: (The Fun version) 

 Players act as kings. 

 Each king takes turn drawing one card from the deck of cards. 

 If the drawn card is a color card with a number on it, the king can select a group of that 

color and place them in any one empty triangle on the meeting hall according to the 

above said rules 

 All the kings should follow the above said rules. 

 If the king draws a card with number 11 on it, he can place the corresponding color 

group people and can draw one more card from the deck of cards 

 

 
 

 If the king draws a “WILD” card with a color spot it, he can place the corresponding color 

group and the play order reverses among kings 

 

 
 

 If the king draws a “WILD” card without any color spot on it, he cannot place any group 

and the play order reverses 

 

 
 

 If the king draws a “SKIP” card, he loses his turn i.e., he cannot place any group. 

 



 
 

 Each king has the potential to score a point according to the following rules 

o If a king can place a group so that it is having exactly two different kinds of 

groups in the adjacent triangular blocks, he gets two points. 

 
o If a king can place a group so that it is having exactly three different kinds of 

groups in the adjacent triangular blocks, he gets one point. 

 

 
 King with maximum points win 

The king who wins will be the next 

 

 

 


